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Poetics, melodically spoken over grooves that lock into your gut. 9 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With

Music, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: Holding true to memories that make a musical experience legendary,

Sonja Marie represents an aria to the future, rooted in urban transition. She provides a ritual courtship of

rhythm, poetry and song that overrides every limiting symphonic law. She scribes a candid self-portrait

mirroring all we feel but are reluctant to say. Sonja Marie is spirit, seduction, cadence and an original

voice of today. Her journey began amidst the hidden stories of Yonkers, New York. After graduating from

Hampton University with a Bachelors of Arts degree in Theatre Arts, her many talents united forces that

began composing her life into an art form. Seeking allied visions to shine, she comfortably fell align with

theatre, dance and creative writing. Sonja Maries numerous poetry readings led her to a performance on

the multi-platinum and Grammy nominated soundtrack Waiting To Exhale. She was included as one of

the three writers featured on the album with her song, And I Gave My Love To You. Since then, she has

shared her gifts with Whitney Houston, Teena Marie, and Cody Chesnutt, just to name a few. At an early

age, Sonja Maries talent was nursed by the feminine power of Nina Simone and Janis Joplin;

indoctrinated with the truthful poetics of Stevie Wonder and Prince; and swayed by the melodic

persuasions of Jon Lucien and Marvin Gaye. Proudly igniting a spark, blazed from the fire trailed by those

before her, Sonja Maries ammunition is cocked and ready to explode with musical innovation. Sonja has

taken a deserving break after her recent co-creation and greatest reward thus far, the birth of her son,

Kamau. Looking into the eyes of her family, music sounds sweeter and life is ever focused to probe the

hearts of those who are willing to receive. Right now, begs to be heard. Sonja Maries music spins tasty

jazz, hip-hop, funk, melodics and poetry into more than a refried gumbo treat. It provides a proper blend

of emotion and rational that will redefine popular music today. All ages grow to her lyrics; all cultures unite
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in her celebration; all spirits gyrate to her origin the heat of the East Coast concrete. Her universal sound

is electrifying and almost limiting to the mastery of recording You must feel it, than it is heard. Atlanta, Los

Angeles, Amsterdam, Holland can give testimony for they have been anointed by the live sensation of

Sonja Maries funk-sexy. Sweating with purpose and focused to love, Sonja Marie is dedicated through

originality to contribute in concert a legendary coo of song. Just listen As Sonja Marie manifest infectious

sounds that disturb the stagnation of the musical scene today. You cant quite put your finger on it, but

your heart will never let her go.
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